
Sustainable port design
The Beirut port with an integrated urban sustainability approach

The new port hosts a wide range of outdoor and public spaces

activities. That makes it possible for people with different spectrums to

be on the beach and interact with the water Will increase. The main

purpose of this plan is to pay attention to economic and commercial

prosperity The port while maintaining environmental sustainability and

in harmony with natural and ecological elements Will be, in this

regard, the environmental potentials as well as the historical and

indigenous city Beirut will be used.

The Memorial monument
The monument was designed to commemorate the victims of the

August 4, 2020 explosion, and its main idea was based on the

placement of high wind turbines to provide energy.

The Beirut Port vision
Prospective, diverse, related port design Indigenous culture, history and

identity, fun and with Prosperous, sustainable and environmentally friendly

economy Lived.

Expand port permeability Expansion of coastal streets Connect the city to the beach Access to the sea Continuous public squares

Thematic public squaresBioclimatic canopiesBioclimatic pierGreen Beach RevivalOpen the path of movementOpen city views

Beach accessible and walkable



1. Sand Square

2. Marine sports field

3. Rock climbing field

4. Water playground

5. Handicrafts field

6. Public Art Square

7. Playground and liveliness

8. Forest and flower field

9. Amphitheater Square

10. Multipurpose field

11. Cafe and restaurant square

12. Monument and museum

13. Marine passenger lounge

14. Hotel and accommodation

15. Public green space

16. Administrative management

17. Truck parking

18. Fish market

19. Containers and transit

20. Crossroads of  social and cultural interactions

21. Car parking

Guide to spaces designed in the new port
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Crossroads of social and cultural interactions

1. Cultural 

passage

2. Commercial 

passage

3. Residential 

passage

4. Recreational 

passage

5. Art passage

6. Music 

passage

7. Crossroads 

of  social 

interactions

8. The passage 

of  friendship 

and love

9. Civil 

Passage

10. Green 

passage

Smart transit and warehousing in the port

Promoting public transportation and sustainable

Increased permeability and presence of

pedestrians along the coast

Optimize intelligent parking management


